
Product Environment Protection Coordinator

Jūsų užduotys

Your tasks

As a team member of the Group Sector Central Function Technology of
ContiTech (CT), you coordinate Product Environment Protection topics
related to Quality and technical Compliance (tCMS) on Group Sector
level. You are the connecting point for collaboration for ContiTech to
ensure that all relevant topics are covered for technical compliance on
Product Environment Protection.

You

Devise, maintain and execute together with BA technical regulations
teams a CT authorities and association strategy in line with overall
Technology strategy
Advise and consult tCMS organization to meet regulatory
environmental protection requirements
Align and steer product environment protection topics on Group
Sector Level for ContiTech by creating and coordinating network of
Business Area activities
Act as central competency coordinator for topics like RoHS, REACh,
Prop65
Give input to requirement engineering
Represent CT on group level on product environment protection
topics and participate in corporate collaboration
Participate and represent ContiTech in external committees,
organizations and associations

Reikalavimai

Your Qualifications 

Technical degree in engineering, material science or related area with
several years in product development
Experience in ESH, regulations or similar field desirable
Project management experience (lead of global projects)

You

inspire your stakeholder and contact partner with an effective
communication of high intercultural sensitivity
are convinced that networking and knowledge sharing are key drivers
for success

Mes siūlome

We want our employees to do well with us. That's why we offer them not
only an exciting job in an international technology group, but also
numerous additional offers such as flexible and hybrid working,
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sabbaticals and other benefits.

Click here to find out more:

https://www.continental.com/en/career/working-at-continental/what-w
e-offer/

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

Apie mus

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently
employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

The ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for example,
cross-material, environmentally friendly and intelligent products and
systems for the automotive industry, railway engineering, mining,
agriculture and other key industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and
sustainable solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its
long-standing knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new
business opportunities by combining various materials with electronic
components and individual services. 
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